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Principles of a Circular Economy in 
relation to houses

Our responsibility
Our future x2

Whole life approach
No waste
Long life, loose fit
Design for deconstruction
Design for adaptability
Material efficiencies
Smart procurement - tendering & supply
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WHOLE LIFE - FOLKESTONE, KENT



WHOLE LIFE - EMBEDDED

Separating value from money

Finding value within

Understanding that carbon isnt just in the 
fabric that we make but in the space that we 
create

Who will you be in X years time

The eco-system around you - environmental 
(bio-diveristy, water, climate) social 
(family structures, challenges & changes, 
socialising & support, amenities) work 
(commute, space, demand, conflict)

Whole life carbon measurements



Existing

Reflection 

Equality

Joy

Space

Balance

Peace

Connection



WHOLE LIFE - FOLKESTONE, KENT

Proposed Elevation
NTS

Proposed Ground Floor Plan
1:100@A1

Front Axo
NTS

Rear Axo
NTS
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47 Royal Esplanade, Westbrook ^ 205 Ramsgate Road, Margate ^

81 - 90 Milmead Road, Margate

2 Canute Road, Minnis Bay ^

61 Sea Road, Westgate ^

3.0 Vertical hanging tiles - Local examples

There is a lot of pleasure in the variety and detail 

of vertical hanging wall tiles across the local area 

and across the whole of Kent.  It is a traditional 

vernacular that works beautifully across all 

houses regardless of their age.

Having not been able to secure the recycled 

bricks and in light of the climate emergency we 

looked closer to home to find a replacement.

Reclaimed vertical hanging tiles can be found 

in large quantities across several salvage and 

architectural reclamation yards across East Kent.  

Using reclaimed rather than new gives us many 

oppotunities:

• A weathered tile, providing softness and rich 

patina.

• Reduction in carbon footprint from re-use rather 

than new and transportation costs.

• Supporting businesses in East Kent by sourcing 

local.

• Creating a complementary facade which sits 

comfortably in it's environment.

• Creating a story behind the project which 

creates personal connections and celebrates 

local traditions.



4.0 External Material Board

Standing seam aluminium - used instead of lead 

to provide a contemporary and sharp junction 

where the dormer and reclaimed tiles meet.  100% 

recycled content and 100% recyclable at the end 

of life.  Lightweight and no toxicity issues.

Reclaimed clay double roman roof tile similar to 

existing (as per original planning application).

Reclaimed vertical hanging tiles, using different 

shades and styles in order to meet coverage 

from across salvage yards.  Creating rich, joyful 

and autumnal palette which celebrates and 

compliments the hues of the original house.

Notional brick palette used to replicate existing 

house bricks.

Timber windows - either painted or clear sealed.

3D Visual of the proposals ^









IN PRACTICE

Finding the fee, finding the time
Responsibility - Commitments (Architects Declare, RIBA 2030 Challenge)
Clients - bringing them with you, creating the team
Collaboration
Whole life carbon measurements & Post Occupancy Evaluation
Balance of costs - Enerphit to retrofit.

tam@rl-a.co.uk
www.rl-a.co.uk


